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USA TODAY Bestseller"When it was three against one, I was always going to be overwhelmed."The

Bridgewater way of two men marrying one woman is uncommon in the Montana territory. But three

men marrying one woman? That is unheard of, especially for beautiful Olivia Weston. Her fate, it

seems, will have her married to one man - a man she doesn&apos;t love.But when her betrothed

treats her in a cruel manner, she rejects him and not long afterwards catches the eye of three

handsome and virile ranchers. Cross, Rhys and Simon are as different as three men can be. But

they have one thing in common; they are determined to offer Olivia the protection of marriage and

the promise of endless carnal pleasures.Olivia worries that her instant attraction and hasty

agreement to marry three men stems from a defect in her character. What kind of woman not just

love three men, but make the most intimate parts of herself available to their lustful attention? The

chemistry between them is like lightning. Can she deny it? Or will Olivia submit to become the most

sated Bridgewater wife in this ongoing mÃ©nage series?Bestselling author Vanessa Vale strikes

gold again with a story bound to appeal to fans of her special brand of Western erotica.

No-holds-barred sex, fast-paced plot, rugged men and the women who love them have seen the

Bridgewater books topping Western erotica charts with each release. Don&apos;t miss the latest -

and sexiest book - in this series.Book 1: Their Kidnapped BrideBook 2: Their Wayward BrideBook 3:

Their Captivated BrideBook 4: Their Treasured BrideBook 5: Their Christmas BrideBook 6: Their

Reluctant Bride
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Not a 5 star book, but could have been 4 with better editing. Character Belinda became Melinda for

a few pages. In a menage sex scene it is important to keep the participants straight in your

description. Several times the names were mixed up. Other than these criticisms, it was a good

quick read which I enjoyed.

Olivia Weston,had plenty of suitors. Now having had the attentions of a scoundrel, namely Mr.

Peter's. Her uncle has made it his mission to marry her off to a set of men,(familiar with the

traditions and customs of these men lifestyle. He has no reservations, especially after the

destruction of their home. However the idea of three men has her exhilarated and scared all at the

same time. While leaving her beloved uncle, it's the only way to escape the danger that Mr. Peter's

represents. Cross and Rhys can't believe their eyes as there friend is conducting business, they

have found the one! Simon McPherson, having concluded business is completely blindsided by

what he is witnessing. . The friends clue him in and it isn't long until they present themselves to

Olivia and her uncle. In a twist of fate, Olivia's Uncle Allen tell the men his niece needs protection

pronto! It's not long til the men are summoning the minister. From this day forward they are sharing,

a wife a wife to love and treasure..to protect and honor. But with all there protective instincts on full

alert ,they know they will have to lay to rest the ghost of the past...namely Mr. Peter- it has the men

seeing RED!Gave the Book 5 stars, the writing is first-rate, the characters are simply sensational,

the storyline, out of this world, the book transports you to another place and time. Bridgewater! The

sex us truly mind blowing, then care the men display is endearing and intoxicating. Can't say

enough about the book/series. Vanessa Vale is awe-inspiring, the fact that each book can

standalone (but together its magnificent). The series just cements the fact she is the absolute,hands

down best in Historical western Erotica. The books just keep getting better. The series is beyond

five star- EPIC!

Vanessa Vale's Bridgewater Menage series just keeps getting hotter. With "Captivated Bride," she

hits the trifecta with not just two husbands for the latest female hitched Bridgewater style, but three.

There's a lot of action, and a less skilled writer might find herself giving readers repetition. But not



this one. Cross, Rhys and Simon are as different sexually as they in personality, making each man

a unique husband for Olivia Weston, who finds herself married times three to escape the clutches of

an abusive suitor.The western backdrop and ongoing thread of the Bridgewater men make each

book familiar. Picking up a Vanessa Vale book is like falling back into a comfortable bed, just

knowing you're about to be shown a good time. It's just a shame we can't get three cowboys like

Olivia.The only reason this book is getting six stars is because it can't get ten.

This is the second book I have read from this author. Again I have been disappointed. The editing is

poor. How can you not notice the name is Belinda for many paragraphs and then changed to

Melinda for a few more paragraphs and then back to Belinda. For me that is a huge mistake. I also

found the story to be dispassionate and disjointed. The author doesn't make you feel what the

characters are feeling. You don't find yourself getting involved.This book was offered for free and

that is the only reason I gave this author a second chance. But I will not read any of her stories

again. I have authors that are better writers to read.

The writing in this series was cheesy, and I love reading about poly-relationships. Maybe because I

have read these better written works with a storyline and plot that make sense, characters that the

reader can connect with, and scintillating sex scenes, I am THOROUGHLY DISAPPOINTED in this

series. So much could have been done and said if the background of the Bridgewater men could

have been properly developed. Instead they were shamelessly cast aside like two-dimensional

afterthought. And the wives? OMG can they really be this stupid? It's no wonder the husbands have

to train them, they cannot think for themselves if their lives depended on it!

Who knew three guys could satisfy one woman. Olivia has been told she will feel lightning when she

meets the guy who is suppose to be hers. No one told her it couldn't happen more then once. She

first meets Cross and Rhys at a dance and feels an Instant connection to them both. Her uncle who

has raised her shares a secret with her. She meets the third lightning bolt later that night Simon.

These books are Hot and way too short.

I didn't care for this story too much. It was as if the author was using modern terms in a historical

setting. I skipped a lot of the story, because it just didn't hold my interest. I'm not sure I will read this

author again.



Olivia has lead a sheltered life. She meets Cross and Ryhs at a country dance and feels the lighting

her Uncle told her about. She is confused bu her feelings. When her Uncle shows Rhys her wrist

and explains he makes sure the others know. That night when her house is attacked her

Uncle/sends for the guys. Will she accept what her Uncle has planned? Will she be able to handle

all three of them? Will her attacker find her at there ranch? What will happen next?
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